Abstract. Abstract canonical systems and inference (ACSI) were introduced to formalize the intuitive notions of good proof and good inference appearing typically in first-order logic or in Knuth-Bendix like completion procedures. Since this abstract framework is intended to be generic, it is of fundamental interest to show its adequacy to represent the main systems of interest. This has been done for ground completion (where all equational axioms are ground) but was still an open question for the general completion process. By showing that the standard completion is an instance of the ACSI framework we close the question. For this purpose, two proof representations, proof terms and proofs by replacement, are compared to built a proof ordering that provides an instantiation adapted to the abstract canonical system framework.
Introduction
The notion of good proof is central in mathematics and crucial when mechanizing deduction, in particular for defining useful and efficient tactics in proof assistant and theorem provers. Motivated on one hand by this quest for good proof theory and on the other by the profound similarities between many proof search approaches, N. Dershowitz and C. Kirchner proposed in [17, 18] a general framework based on ordering the set of proofs. In this context the best proofs are simply the minimal one. Once one has defined what the best proofs are by the mean of a proof ordering, the next step is to obtain the best presentation of a theory, i.e. the set of axioms necessary for obtaining the best proofs for all the theory, but not containing anything useless.
To formalize this, the notion of good inference was introduced by M.P. Bonacina and N. Dershowitz [6] . Given a theory, its canonical presentation is defined as the set of the axioms needed to obtain the minimal proofs. It is general enough to produce all best proofs, leading to a notion of saturation, but it does not contain any redundant informations, hence the notion of contraction. Presentations, i.e. sets of axioms, are then transformed using appropriate deduction mechanisms to produce this canonical presentation.
This leaded to the Abstract Canonical Systems and Inference (ACSI) generic framework presented in [18, 6] .
The ACSI framework got its sources of inspiration from three related points. First, the early works on Proof orderings as introduced in [3] and [4] to prove the completeness of completion procedures a la Knuth-Bendix. Second, the developments about redundancy [24, 5] to focus on the important axioms to perform further inferences. Last but not least, by the completion procedure [31] , central in most theorem proving tools where an equality predicate is used. This procedure has been refined, mainly for two purposes: to have a more specific and thus more efficient algorithm when dealing with particular cases, or to increase the efficiency although remaining general. For the first case, a revue of specific completion procedures for specific algebraic structures can be found in [33] . For the second case, completion has been extended to equational completion [25, 36, 28] ; inductionless induction, initiated by J.A. Goguen [21] and D. Musser [35] ; and ordered completion [32, 24, 4] , to mention only a few. One important application of the completion procedure is rewrite based programming, either based on matching or on unification. The seminal work of J.A. Goguen on OBJ and its various incarnations [22] plays a preeminent role in this class of algebraic languages and has directly inspired CafeOBJ [20] , ELAN [8] or Maude [14] . When the operational semantics of the language is based on unification, we find logic programming languages of the Prolog family, where EQLOG [23] is also a preeminent figure. Good syntheses about completion based rewrite programs can be found in [15, 7] .
Several works intend to uniform this different completion procedures, and to make it a special case of a more general process. The notion of critical-pair completion procedure was introduced by [10] and covers not only standard completion, but also Buchberger algorithm for Gröbner basis [9, 42] and resolution [37] . Indeed, R. Bündgen shown that Buchberger's algorithm can be simulated by standard completion [11] . This concept of critical-pair completion was categorically formalized by K. Stokkermans [40] . Other generalizations can be found in works of M. Schorlemmer [39] , M. Aiguier and D. Bahrami [1] or in the PhD of G. Struth [41] , where standard completion, Buchberger's algorithm and resolution are shown to be special instantiation of a non-symmetric completion procedure.
But, even if initially motivated by these three points, the ACSI framework has been developed as a full stand alone theory. This theory provide important abstract results based on basic hypothesis on proofs and a few postulates.
Therefore, a main question remains: is this framework indeed useful? Does this theory allows to uniformly understand and prove the main properties of a proof system, centered around the appropriate ordering on proofs?
At the price of a slight generalization of two postulates, it is shown in [12] , that good proofs in natural deduction are indeed the cut free proofs as soon as proofs are compared using the ordering induced by beta reduction over the sim-ply typed lambda-terms. For ground completion, the adequacy of the framework has been shown in [16] , leaving the more general question of standard completion open.
This paper proves the adequacy to the framework for the standard completion procedure, generalizing in a non trivial way the result of [16] and showing the usefulness of abstract canonical systems. This brings serious hopes that the ACSI framework is indeed well adapted and useful to uniformly understand and work with other algorithms, in particular all the ones based on critical-pair completion.
The next section will summarize the framework of abstract canonical systems, as defined in [18, 6] , and briefly recall the standard completion. Section 3 deals with two representations of proofs in equational logic, namely as proof terms in the rewriting logic [34] , and as proof by replacement [3] . We will show how to combine them to keep the tree structure of the first one, and the ordering associated with the second one, which is well adapted to prove the completeness of the standard completion. Finally, in Section 4, we will apply the abstract canonical systems framework to this proof representation to show the completeness of the standard completion. The proofs details are given in the Appendix.
Presentation

Abstract Canonical Systems
The results in this section are extracted from [18, 6] , which should be consulted for motivations, details and proofs.
Let A be the set of all formulae over some fixed vocabulary. Let P be the set of all proofs. These sets are linked by two functions: [·] Pm : P → 2 A gives the premises in a proof, and [·] Cl : P → A gives its conclusion. Both are extended to sets of proofs in the usual fashion. The set of proofs built using assumptions in A ⊆ A is noted by
The framework proposed here is predicated on two well-founded partial orderings over P: a proof ordering > and a subproof relation £. They are related by a monotonicity requirement (postulate E). We assume for convenience that the proof ordering only compares proofs with the same conclusion (p > q ⇒ [p] Cl = [q] Cl ), rather than mention this condition each time we have cause to compare proofs.
We will use the term presentation to mean a set of formulae, and justification to mean a set of proofs. We reserve the term theory for deductively closed presentations:
Theories are monotonic: 
We call a proof trivial when it proves only its unique assumption and has no subproofs other than itself, that is, if
where ¤ is the reflexive closure of the subproof ordering £. We denote by a such a trivial proof of a ∈ A and by A the set of trivial proofs of each a ∈ A.
We assume that proofs use their assumptions (postulate C), that subproofs don't use non-existent assumptions (postulate D), and that proof orderings are monotonic with respect to subproofs (postulate E):
Postulate C (Trivia). For all proofs p and formulae a:
Postulate D (Subproofs Premises Monotonicity). For all proofs p and q:
Pm Postulate E (Replacement). For all proofs p, q and r:
We make no other assumptions regarding proofs or their structure. As remarked in [6] , the subproof relation essentially defines a tree structure over proof: a "leaf" is a proof with no subproofs but itself, and direct subproofs, i.e. subproofs that are not subproofs of another subproof, can be considered as "subtrees". These trees can be infinitely branching, but their height is finite because of the wellfoundedness of £.
The proof ordering > is lifted to an ordering over presentations:
We define what a normal-form proof is, i.e. one of the minimal proofs of Pf (Th A):
The canonical presentation contains those formulae that appear as assumptions of normal-form proofs:
Pm .
So, we will say that A is canonical if A = A . A presentation A is saturated if it supports all possible normal form proofs:
The set of all redundant formulae of a given presentation A will be denoted as follows:
and a presentation A is contracted if
The following main result can then be derived [17] :
A presentation is canonical iff it is saturated and contracted.
We now consider inference and deduction mechanisms. A deduction mechanism Y is a function from presentations to presentations and we call the relation
The result of the derivation is, as usual, its persisting formulae:
It is good if proofs only get better:
We now extend the notion of saturation and contraction to derivation:
-It is canonical if both saturating and contracting.
A canonical derivation can be used to build the canonical presentation of the initial presentation:
Theorem 2. A good derivation is canonical if and only if
A ∞ = A 0 .
The Standard Completion
The standard completion algorithm was first introduced by Knuth and Bendix in [31] , hence the name it is often called. Its correctness was first shown by Huet in [26] , using a fairness hypothesis. We use here a presentation of this algorithm as inference rules (see Fig. 1 ), as can be found in [3] . For basics on rewritings and completions, we refer to [2, 29] .
The Knuth-Bendix algorithm consists of 6 rules which apply to a couple E, R of a set of equational axioms and a set of rewriting rules. It takes a reduction ordering > > over terms as argument. The rules are presented in Fig. 1 .
Delete: Since [26] , standard completion is associated with a fairness assumption (see [3, Lemma 2.8]): at the limit, all equations are oriented (E ∞ = ∅) and all persistent critical pairs coming from R ∞ are treated by Deduce at least once.
Because we work with terms with variables, the reduction ordering > > cannot be total, so that Orient may fail. Therefore, the standard completion algorithm may either:
-terminate with success and yield a terminating, confluent set of rules; -terminate with failure; or -not terminate.
Here, the completeness of the standard completion will only be shown using the ACSI framework for the first case.
Proof Representations
Our goal is now to use the ACSI framework to directly show that standard completion inference rules are correct and complete. We have therefore first to find the right order on proofs. We have two main choices that we are now defining and relating.
Proof Terms
Let us first consider the proof representation coming from the one used in rewriting logic (introduced by Meseguer [34] , see also [30] ). Consider a signature Σ, and a set of variable V . The set of terms built upon these signature and variables is noted T (Σ, V ). Consider also a set of equational axioms E and a set of rewrite rules R based on this signature. To simplify the notations of proof terms, equational axioms and rewrite rules are represented by labels not appearing in the signature Σ. An equational axiom or a rewrite rule (l, r) ∈ E ∪ R will be also noted (l(x 1 , . . . , x n ), r(x 1 , . . . , x n )) where x 1 , . . . , x n are the free variables of both sides. We consider the rules of the equational logic given in the Fig. 2 . These inference rules define the proof term associated with a proof. The notation π : t −→ t means that π is a proof term-that could also be seen as a traceshowing that the term t can be rewritten to the term t .
By definition, T (Σ, V ) is plunged into the proof terms when they are formed with the rules Reflexivity and Congruence. Also, Reflexivity for t −→ t is not essential because it can be replaced by a tree of Congruence isomorph to t. The proof terms associated are furthermore the same in both case: t. Notice that these proof terms are a restricted form of rho-terms [13] . Example 1. Consider the rewrite rules and equational axiom
Some proof terms defined here are "essentially the same". For instance, the transitivity operator should be considered as associative, so that the proofs (π 1 ; π 2 ); π 3 and π 1 ; (π 2 ; π 3 ) are equal. This can be done by quotienting the proof terms algebra by the congruence rules of Fig. 3 . In particular, in proof terms, parallel rewriting can be combined in one term without transitivity. The Parallel Moves Lemma equivalence corresponds to the fact that this parallel rewriting can be decomposed by applying first the outermost rule, then the innermost, or conversely. (About the Parallel Moves Lemma, see for instance [27] .)
Reflexivity:
t : t−→t Congruence:
Replacement: For all rules or equational axioms = (g(x1, . . . , xn), d(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ E ∪ R,
Transitivity: π1 : t1−→t2 π2 : t2−→t3 π1; π2 : t1−→t3
Symmetry: are equivalent:
Proofs by Replacement of Equal by Equal
This proof representation was introduced by [3] to prove the completeness of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm, using an ordering over such proofs that decreases for every completion step.
Associativity: For all proof terms π1, π2, π3, π1; (π2; π3) ≡ (π1; π2); π3
Identities: For all proof terms π : t−→t , π; t ≡ t; π ≡ π Preservation of Composition: For all proof terms π1, . . . , πn, π 1 , . . . , π n , for all function symbols f ,
Parallel Moves Lemma: For all rewrite rules or equational axiom = (g(x1, . . . , xn), d(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ E ∪ R, for all proof terms π1 : t1−→t 1 , . . . , πn :
Inverse: For all proof terms π : t−→t ,
Fig. 3. Equivalence of Proof Terms
An equational proof step is an expression s p ←→ e t where s and t are terms, e is an equational axiom u = v, and p is a position of s such that s |p = σ(u) and t = s[σ(v)] p for some substitution σ. An equational proof of s 0 = t n is any finite sequence of equational proof steps
such that t i = s i+1 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. It is noted:
A rewrite proof step is an expression s where i ∈ {←→, −→, ←−} for i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and such that t i = s i+1 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. It is noted:
Example 3. Consider the rewrite rules and equational axiom:
-r is a proof by replacement of r = r (empty sequence),
From Proof Terms to Proofs by Replacement
In order to have a one to one correspondence between proof representations, we use the equivalence of proof terms defined in Fig. 3 . We can refine them to the proof term rewrite system given in Fig. 4 , in which π, π , π 1 , . . . range over proof terms, t, t , t 1 , . . . over Σ-terms, f, g, d over function symbols, over rules and equational axioms labels and i and k over {1, . . . , n}. Inverse Composition:
Fig. 4. Rewrite System for Proof Terms
The associativity is still considered in the congruence, so that all proof terms rewrite rules must be considered modulo the associativity of ; which will be noted ∼. The class rewrite system that we consider will be therefore noted / ∼. As it is linear, we can use the framework and results from [25] .
We first prove that this rewrite system is included in the equivalence relation of Fig. 3 .
Proposition 2 (Correctness)
Proposition 3 (Termination and Confluence). The proof term rewrite system modulo ∼ is terminating and confluent modulo ∼.
The proof terms rewrite system allow us to give a correspondence between proof terms and proofs by replacement of equal by equal: normal forms of proof terms correspond exactly to proofs by replacement. This fact is expressed in the following theorem, which is indeed a generalization of Lemma 3.6 in [34] for equational logic. We also have operationalized the way to construct the chain of "one-step sequential rewrites".
Theorem 3 (Correspondence between Proof Representations).
The normal form of a proof term π for the rewrite system , noted nf(π), has the following form: For some n ∈ N, some contexts w 1 [], . . . , w n [], some indices i 1 , . . . , i n ∈ {−1, 1}, some rule labels 1 , . . . , n and some terms t 
where for all proof terms ν, ν 1 is a notation for ν.
Such a proof term correspond with the following proof by replacement of equal by equal:
where for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have:
Example 4. Consider π = f ( 1 ( 2 ), ( 3 ; r) −1 ) where 1 : g(x)−→d(x), 2 : s = t, 3 : l−→r, we have:
This last term is the normal form proof term, and it is equivalent to the proof by replacement f (g(s), r)
Due to this theorem, normal forms of proof terms can be considered in the following indifferently as proof terms or as proofs by replacement.
Proofs Ordering
The representation of Bachmair by the mean of proof by replacement was defined to introduce an order on proofs [3] : given a reduction ordering > >, to each single proof steps s 
t).
Proof steps are compared with each other according to their cost, using the lexicographic combination of the multiset > > mult extension of the reduction ordering over terms in the first component, the encompassment ordering on the second component, and the reduction ordering > > on the last component. Proofs are compared as multisets of their proof steps. For two proofs by replacement p, q, we will write p > rep q if p is greater than q for such an ordering.
Using theorem 3, we can translate Bachmair's proof ordering to proof terms:
Definition 1 (Bachmair's Ordering on Proof Terms).
For all proof terms π 1 , π 2 , we say that
Example 5. Suppose we have Σ = {f 1 , a 0 , b 0 , c 0 } where the exponents of function symbols denote their arity, and a precedence f > a > b > c.
Consider
1 ; 2 ) and π 2 = f ( 3 ) where 1 = a−→b, 2 = a−→c and 3 = b = c, and suppose a > b > c.
We have nf(
As we can see, the way we define the ordering over proofs is not trivial. The question remains if we could have defined it more directly, without using the representation as proof by replacement. The following statement give a beginning of answer: we cannot hope to extend an RPO on Σ-terms to a RPO 4 > rpo on proof terms so that > B and > rpo coincide for the normal forms of proof terms:
Counter-example 6. With the same hypothesis as in Example 5, let f = f (a)−→c and b = b−→c.
We now want to extend the precedence to f and b in order to extend the RPO to proof terms. If we have
Such an extension is therefore impossible, there is no extension of > rpo on proof terms such that for all proof terms π 1 , π 2 , we have nf(π 1 )> rpo nf(π 2 ) if and only if nf(π 1 ) > B nf(π 2 ).
In other words, the ordering we defined above can not be defined as a RPO over proof terms.
In the following, proofs will be represented by proof terms, the proof ordering > between them will be the ordering > B restricted to proofs with the same conclusion, and the subproof relation £ will be the subterm relation. The deduction mechanism Y used here will be of course the standard completion. We now show that it has the required properties.
Standard Completion is Sound and Adequate
This is shown in [ 
Standard Completion is Good
This is shown in [3, Lemma 2.5, 2.6]: if E, R Y E , R , then proofs in E, R can be transformed to proofs in E , R using following rules:
We have −→ ⊆>, so these proofs become indeed better.
Standard Completion is Canonical
We can now show the following theorem:
Theorem 5 (Completeness of Standard Completion). Standard completion results-at the limit, when it terminates without failure-in the canonical, Church-Rosser basis.
Proof. We can show R ∞ = E 0 , and because standard completion is good we can use Theorem 2.
Remark 1. When standard completion does not terminate, we can show that E 0 = R ∞ ⊆ R ∞ . Consequently, the resulting set R ∞ is then saturated, but it is not necessarily contracted.
This shows that the standard completion is an instance of the framework of the abstract canonical systems, when we choose the convenient proof representation.
Conclusion
We presented a proof that standard completion can be seen as an instance of the abstract canonical systems and inference framework. This led us to make precise the relation between different equational proof representations. The first one, proof terms as presented in [34] , is convenient to consider proofs as terms, with a subterm relation and substitutions. The other one, initiated in [3] , is well adapted to the study of the completeness of the standard completion procedure. We presented a way to pass from one representation to another by the mean of the proof term rewrite rules presented in Fig. 4 . Thanks to this, we extended the ordering introduced with the proof by replacement to the proof terms and thus combine the advantages of both representations. This therefore positively answer to the question whether the abstract canonical systems, centered in a quite general way around the notion of proof ordering, are indeed the right framework to uniformly prove the completeness of completion.
We plan now to understand how the results we have presented here can be extended to other completion procedures. Bachmair introduced another proof ordering to prove the completeness of the completion modulo [3] , so that the generalization seems rather natural. We plan also to look at other kinds of deduction mechanisms, such as Buchberger's algorithm or resolution. For this, we may show that Struth's non-symmetric completion [41] , which subsumes both procedures, is also an instance of the ACSI framework.
Furthermore, proof terms as presented by [34, 30] are specific terms of the rewriting calculus [13] [http://rho.loria.fr]. The link between the completion procedure and the sequent systems mentioned above can probably be found here and be related to Dowek's work proving that confluent rewrite rules can be linked with Cut-free proofs of some sequent systems [19] .
A Proofs for Section 3 and 4
A.1 From Proof Terms to Proof by Replacement
To prove the termination of / ∼, we need a reduction ordering compatible with associativity. We consider only associativity here, although most of the existing works use associativity and commutativity. Therefore, we need the following lemma.
We can therefore use the AC-RPO ordering: a total AC-compatible simplification ordering on ground terms is defined in [38] , as an extension of the RPO. To compare terms, they are interpreted using flattening and interpretation rules. As we consider here that the associative commutative symbols have the lowest precedence, we do not need the interpretation rules, and we will only present the flattening rules: terms are reduced using a set of rules
(1) for all AC-symbols f with n + m ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2. Such a rewrite system is terminating as shown in [38] .
For all terms t, let snf (t) denote the set of normal forms of t using rules (1). Given a precedence > on function symbols, let > rpo denote the recursive path ordering with precedence > where AC function symbols have multiset status and other symbols have lexicographic status. If f (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is the normal form of a term s rewriting by (1) only at topmost position, then tf (s) ! = (s 1 , . . . , s n ).
Definition 2 (AC-RPO). For all terms s, t, s > AC−rpo t if:
-∀t ∈ snf (t) ∃s ∈ snf (s), s > AC−rpo t or -∀t ∈ snf (t) ∃s ∈ snf (s), s ≥ rpo t and tf (s) = f (s 1 , . . . , s m ) and tf (t) = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) and • if the head of s is AC then { {s 1 , . . . , s m } }> AC−rpo mult { {t 1 , . . . , t n } } or
• if the head of s is not AC then (s 1 , . . . , s m )> AC−rpo lex (t 1 , . . . , t n ).
Proposition 4 ([38]
). The AC-RPO is an AC-compatible simplification ordering which is total for non AC-equivalent ground terms.
We define a precedence > such that for all function symbols f and for all rule labels we have > f > · −1 > ; . The AC-RPO built with this precedence will be noted .
To show termination, we also need the following lemma:
Lemma 2. For all proof terms π : t−→t , we have π t and π t .
Proof. By induction on the structure of the proof term π.
For Reflexivity, π = t = t . For Congruence, π = f (π 1 , . . . , π n ), t = f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) and t = f (t 1 , . . . , t n ). By induction hypothesis, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have π i t i , t i . Furthermore, π is not reducible on the top position using rules (1), so that snf (π) = {f (π 1 , . . . , π n ) : ∀i, π i ∈ snf (π i )}, whereas t and t are not reducible. Consequently, by definition of an AC-RPO, π t, t .
For Replacement, π = (π 1 , . . . , π n ), t = g(t 1 , . . . , t n ) and t = d(t 1 , . . . , t n ) where = (g, d) ∈ E ∪ R. With the same arguments than for Congruence, we can conclude that π t, t (recall that > g, d).
For Transitivity, π = π 1 ; π 2 where π 1 : t−→t and π 2 : t −→t . By induction hypothesis, π 1 t and π 2 t . As is a simplification ordering, π π 1 , π 2 t, t .
For Symmetry, π = π −1 where π : t −→t. By induction hypothesis and because is a simplification ordering, π π t , t.
Proposition 5 (Termination). The rewrite system of Fig. 4 modulo ∼ is terminating for ground proof terms.
Proof. We can show that ⊆ , thus proving the termination of / ∼: For Delete Useless Identities, it comes from the fact that is a simplification ordering.
For Sequentialization, rules (1) are not applicable on the left side whereas they lead on the right side to ; (f (π 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ), f (t 1 , π 2 , . . . , t n ), . . . , f (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , π n )). We have f >;, thus by definition of a RPO, we must then prove that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have f (π 1 , . . . , π n )
RP O f (t 1 , . . . , t i−1 , π i , t i+1 , . . . , t n ), i.e. (π 1 , . . . , π n ) lex RP O (t 1 , . . . , t i−1 , π i , t i+1 , . . . , t n ). By hypothesis there exists at least a j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i} such that π j = t j , so we can conclude with the preceding lemma.
For Composition Shallowing, both sides are not reducible using rules (1). We have f >;, thus we have to show: f (t 1 , . . . , π i ; π i , . . . , t n ) RP O f (t 1 , . . . , π i , . . . , t n ) and f (t 1 , . . . , π i ; π i , . . . , t n ) RP O f (t 1 , . . . , π i , . . . , t n ). Both comparisons hold by definition of a RPO.
For Parallel Moves, both sides are not reducible using rules (1) . We have >;, thus we have to prove that (π 1 , . . . , π n ) RP O (t 1 , . . . , t n ) and (π 1 , . . . , π n ) RP O d(π 1 , . . . , π n ). The first comparison holds because of the lemma and because there exists a i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that π i = t i ; the second one holds because > d.
For Delete Useless Inverses, this comes from the fact that is a simplification ordering.
For Inverse Congruence, both sides are not reducible using rules (1), therefore this is a consequence of f > · −1 . For Inverse Composition, both sides are not reducible using rules (1) , therefore this is a consequence of · −1 >;.
We can also prove confluence:
Proposition 6 (Confluence). The rewrite system is confluent modulo ∼ on ground proof terms.
Proof. The class rewrite system is linear and terminating, so we just have to check that the critical pairs are confluent [25] . 
where ν 1 is a notation for ν. We will denote by nf(π) the normal form of a proof term π.
Proof. We first have to check that proof terms in that form are indeed irreducible by , what is left to the reader. Then, suppose that we have an irreducible proof term. Because Sequentialization cannot be applied, there is at most one ; under all function symbols.
Because Composition Shallowing cannot be applied, there are no ; under all function symbols. Because Inverse Congruence and Inverse Composition cannot be applied, · −1 is applied between ; and function symbols. Irreducible proof term are therefore application of ; over eventually · −1 over base terms composed of function symbols and rule labels.
Because Delete Useless Identities and Delete Useless Inverse cannot be applied, there is a least one non-trivial proof (i.e a proof with a label in it) in each of these base terms. Because Sequentialization cannot be applied, there is at most one non-trivial proof in each of them. Because Parallel Moves cannot be applied, the subterms of the labels are Σ-terms. Consequently, each base term contains one and only one rule label, applied to Σ-terms.
A.2 Adequacy to the Postulates
Postulate A: The proof of (u, v) ∈ E ∪ R labeled by is (x 1 , . . . , x n ) where x 1 , . . . , x n are the free variables of (u, v).
Postulate B:
We can replace the assumption (π 1 , . . . , π n ) of something proved by its proof where the free variables are replaced by the proofs π 1 , . . . , π n .
Postulate C and D: These postulates hold because of the tree structure of proofs.
Postulate E: This one does not trivially hold. We first show the following lemma:
Lemma 3. For all function symbols f of arity n + 1, for all proof terms π 1 , . . . , π n , q and r: q > r implies f (π 1 , . . . , q, . . . , π n ) > f (π 1 , . . . , r, . . . , π n ) .
Proof. Suppose q > r, thus by definition nf(q) > rep nf(r). To compare f (π 1 , . . . , q, . . . , π n ) and f (π 1 , . . . , r, . . . , π n ), we have to transform them to proof by replacement. As −→ /∼ is Church-Rosser, the way it is applied does not matter.
We have f (π 1 , . . . , q, . . . , π n ) −→ * f (π 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ); . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , q, . . . , t n ); . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , π n ) −→ * f (π 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ); . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , nf(q), . . . , t n ); . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , π n ) Then, if nf(q) contains ; the underlined term will be split by Composition Shallowing. If it contains −1 the rule Inverse Congruence will be applied. Some terms outside the underline corresponding to identity will be removed by Delete Useless Identities, and the normal form will look like:
f (π 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ); . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , q 1 , . . . , t n ) i1 ; . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , q m , . . . , t n ) im ; . . . ; f (t 1 , . . . , π n ) with nf(q) = q Proof. By contradiction, suppose there is (a, b) ∈ E 0 \ R ∞ , labeled . Because completion is adequate, there exists p ∈ µPf (R ∞ ) proving a = b. Because a = b ∈ E 0 , (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Nf (E 0 ) = Nf (R ∞ ) where (x i ) i are the free variables of , so that p > (x 1 , . . . , x n )
-If there are no peak in nf(p), then nf(p) is a valley proof, and it is easy to show that it is smaller than (x 1 , . . . , x n ), which is a contradiction with the preceding comparison. -If there is a critical peak, then by fairness assumption there is some step k where this critical peak is treated by Deduce. The proof of the conclusion of the critical peak at the step k + 1 is therefore smaller. Because standard completion is good, it can only go smaller, so that at the limit we can find by replacement of the critical peak by this proof a smaller proof of a = b, thus leading to a contradiction with the minimality of p in Pf (R ∞ ).
Lemma 6. For all standard completion derivations (E i , R i ) i which terminate without failure:
Proof. By contradiction, suppose there is (a, b) ∈ R ∞ \ E 0 , labeled by . Then there exists a proof p ∈ µPf (E 0 ) such that (x 1 , . . . , x n ) > p where x 1 , . . . , x n are the free variables of . Rules comes from orientation of equational axioms through Orient, so that a > > b. The cost of (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is then { {({ {a} }, a, b)} }. Consider the leftmost step of nf(p). It is of the form a in R ∞ (we just proved that E 0 ⊆ R ∞ ). The fairness assumption will therefore apply, and therefore Deduce will produce the equational axiom b = a[d] i , which will be oriented, and a−→b ∈ R ∞ will be simplified through Compose or Collapse. Because a−→b is persisting, it must be generated once again, thus contradicting the termination of the completion.
Theorem 8 (Completeness of Standard Completion).
Standard completion results -at the limit, when it terminates without failure -in the canonical, Church-Rosser basis.
